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Read Online The Origins Of Virtue: Human Instincts And The
Evolution Of Cooperation
When people should go to the ebook stores, search introduction by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in reality problematic. This is why we provide the ebook compilations in
this website. It will unquestionably ease you to see guide The Origins of Virtue: Human Instincts and the Evolution of Cooperation as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you truly want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be all
best area within net connections. If you aspiration to download and install the The Origins of Virtue: Human Instincts and the Evolution of Cooperation, it is utterly
easy then, in the past currently we extend the belong to to buy and make bargains to download and install The Origins of Virtue: Human Instincts and the Evolution
of Cooperation consequently simple!

The Origins of Virtue-Matt Ridley 1997 Suggests a biological basis for the
social organization and cooperation shown by the human race, and traces
the evolution of society

The Origins of Virtue-Matt Ridley 1998 Suggests a biological basis for the
social organization and cooperation shown by the human race, and traces
the evolution of society

The Origins of Virtue-Matt Ridley 1997-10-30 Why are people nice to each
other? What are the reasons for altrusim? Matt Ridley explains how the
human mind has evolved a special instinct for social exchange, offering a
lucid and persuasive argument about the paradox of human benevolence.

Moral Origins-Christopher Boehm 2012-05-01 A noted anthropologist
explains how our sense of ethics has changed over the course of human
evolution. By the author of Hierarchy of the Forest.

A Review of Matt Ridley's The Origins of Virtue-Jack Hirshleifer 1997

The Goodness Paradox-Richard Wrangham 2019-01-29 “A fascinating new
analysis of human violence, filled with fresh ideas and gripping evidence
from our primate cousins, historical forebears, and contemporary
neighbors.” —Steven Pinker, author of The Better Angels of Our Nature We
Homo sapiens can be the nicest of species and also the nastiest. What
occurred during human evolution to account for this paradox? What are the
two kinds of aggression that primates are prone to, and why did each evolve
separately? How does the intensity of violence among humans compare with
the aggressive behavior of other primates? How did humans domesticate
themselves? And how were the acquisition of language and the practice of
capital punishment determining factors in the rise of culture and
civilization? Authoritative, provocative, and engaging, The Goodness
Paradox offers a startlingly original theory of how, in the last 250 million
years, humankind became an increasingly peaceful species in daily
interactions even as its capacity for coolly planned and devastating violence
remains undiminished. In tracing the evolutionary histories of reactive and
proactive aggression, biological anthropologist Richard Wrangham
forcefully and persuasively argues for the necessity of social tolerance and
the control of savage divisiveness still haunting us today.

The Evolution of Cooperation-Robert Axelrod 2009-04-29 The Evolution
of Cooperation provides valuable insights into the age-old question of
whether unforced cooperation is ever possible. Widely praised and muchdiscussed, this classic book explores how cooperation can emerge in a world
of self-seeking egoists-whether superpowers, businesses, or individualswhen there is no central authority to police their actions. The problem of
cooperation is central to many different fields. Robert Axelrod recounts the
famous computer tournaments in which the "cooperative” program Tit for
Tat recorded its stunning victories, explains its application to a broad
spectrum of subjects, and suggests how readers can both apply cooperative
principles to their own lives and teach cooperative principles to others.

Demonic Males-Richard W. Wrangham 1996 Draws on recent discoveries
about human evolution to examine whether violence among men is a
product of their primitive heritage, and searches for solutions to the
problems of war, rape, and murder
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Religion in Human Evolution-Robert N. Bellah 2011-09-15 This ambitious
book probes our biological past to discover the kinds of lives that human
beings have imagined were worth living. Bellah’s theory goes deep into
cultural and genetic evolution to identify a range of capacities (communal
dancing, storytelling, theorizing) whose emergence made religious
development possible in the first millennium BCE.

Enviro-Capitalists-Terry Lee Anderson 2000-01-01 Arguing that Americans
should turn to private entrepreneurs rather than the federal government to
guarantee the protection and improvement of environmental quality, the
authors document numerous examples of how entrepreneurs have satisfied
the growing demand for environmental quality. Beginning with historical
cases from the turn of the century, they illuminate the benefits of
entrepreneurial participation in wildlife preservation, aquatic habitat
production, and environmentally friendly housing development. As
government budgets shrink and more people question the efficacy of
government regulations, Enviro-Capitalists offers alternatives to traditional
thinking about the environment. While the book does not claim that the
private sector can provide solutions to all environmental problems, it offers
innovative ideas that will cultivate and encourage environmental
entrepreneurship.

Virtue Ethics, Old and New-Stephen M. Gardiner 2018-08-06 "There are
grounds for saying that contemporary work in virtue ethics is, if not quite in
its theoretical infancy, at least not far out of diapers. And this suggests that
we should be gentle and nurturing, allowing it time to flourish before
coming to any definitive verdict on its merits.... However, it is hard to deny
that modern-day virtue ethics is part of a long, sophisticated and fairly
continuous tradition. Not only does the approach have origins almost as
ancient as philosophy itself, but its history also includes extensive work by
such philosophical luminaries as (at least) Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, the
Stoics, Aquinas, and (perhaps) Hume and Nietzsche. And this suggests that
we should already be in a good position to assess its appeal."—from the
Introduction In Virtue Ethics, Old and New, ten philosophers seek to enrich
the contemporary understanding and development of virtue ethics through
a detailed examination of some key contributions from its past. Their essays
demonstrate the continuing relevance of the history of moral philosophy to
contemporary debates.

An Enquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals-David Hume 1751

The Theory of Moral Sentiments-Adam Smith (économiste) 1812

Francis Crick-Matt Ridley 2012-01-17 Francis Crick—the quiet genius who
led a revolution in biology by discovering, quite literally, the secret of
life—will be bracketed with Galileo, Darwin, and Einstein as one of the
greatest scientists of all time. In his fascinating biography of the scientific
pioneer who uncovered the genetic code—the digital cipher at the heart of
heredity that distinguishes living from non-living things—acclaimed
bestselling science writer Matt Ridley traces Crick's life from middle-class
mediocrity in the English Midlands through a lackluster education and six
years designing magnetic mines for the Royal Navy to his leap into biology
at the age of thirty-one and its astonishing consequences. In the process,
Ridley sheds a brilliant light on the man who forever changed our world and
how we understand it.

Theology and Evolutionary Anthropology-Celia Deane-Drummond
2020-01-29 This book sets out some of the latest scientific findings around
the evolutionary development of religion and faith and then explores their
theological implications. This unique combination of perspectives raises
fascinating questions about the characteristics that are considered integral
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for a flourishing social and religious life and allows us to start to ask where
in the evolutionary record they first show up in a distinctly human manner.
The book builds a case for connecting theology and evolutionary
anthropology using both historical and contemporary sources of knowledge
to try and understand the origins of wisdom, humility, and grace in ‘deep
time’. In the section on wisdom, the book examines the origins of complex
decision-making in humans through the archaeological record, recent
discoveries in evolutionary anthropology, and the philosophical richness of
semiotics. The book then moves to an exploration of the origin of
characteristics integral to the social life of small-scale communities, which
then points in an indirect way to the disposition of humility. Finally, it
investigates the theological dimensions of grace and considers how
artefacts left behind in the material record by our human ancestors, and the
perspective they reflect, might inform contemporary concepts of grace. This
is a cutting-edge volume that refuses to commit the errors of either too easy
a synthesis or too facile a separation between science and religion. As such,
it will be of interest to scholars of religious studies and theology – especially
those who interact with scientific fields – as well as academics working in
anthropology of religion.

Nature Via Nurture-Matt Ridley 2003-04-29 Documents the 2001
discovery that there are fewer genes in a human genome than previously
thought and considers the argument that nurture elements are also largely
responsible for human behavior.

The Nicomachean Ethics of Aristotle-Aristotle 1847

Evolution-Mark Ridley 2009-03-30 Mark Ridley's Evolution has become the
premier undergraduate text in the study of evolution. Readable and
stimulating, yet well-balanced and in-depth, this text tells the story of
evolution, from the history of the study to the most revent developments in
evolutionary theory. The third edition of this successful textbook features
updates and extensive new coverage. The sections on adaptation and
diversity have been reorganized for improved clarity and flow, and a
completely updated section on the evolution of sex and the inclusion of more
plant examples have all helped to shape this new edition. Evolution also
features strong, balanced coverage of population genetics, and scores of
new applied plant and animal examples make this edition even more
accessible and engaging. Dedicated website – provides an interactive
experience of the book, with illustrations downloadable to PowerPoint, and
a full supplemental package complementing the book –
www.blackwellpublishing.com/ridley. Margin icons – indicate where there is
relevant information included in the dedicated website. Two new chapters –
one on evolutionary genomics and one on evolution and development bring
state-of-the-art information to the coverage of evolutionary study. Two kinds
of boxes – one featuring practical applications and the other related
information, supply added depth without interrupting the flow of the text.
Margin comments – paraphrase and highlight key concepts. Study and
review questions – help students review their understanding at the end of
each chapter, while new challenge questions prompt students to synthesize
the chapter concepts to reinforce the learning at a deeper level.

The Virtues and Vices in the Arts-Shawn R. Tucker 2015-01-22 The
seven deadly sins are pride, envy, anger, sloth, gluttony, greed, and lust.
The seven virtues are prudence, fortitude, temperance, justice, faith, hope,
and love. This book brings all of them together and for the first time lays out
their history in a collection of the most important philosophical, religious,
literary, and art-historical works. Starting with the Greco-Roman and JudeoChristian antecedents, this anthology of source documents traces the
virtues-and-vices tradition through its cultural apex during the medieval era
and then into their continued development and transformation from the
Renaissance to the present. This anthology includes excerpts of Plato's
Republic, the Bible, Dante's Purgatorio, and the writings of Friedrich
Nietzsche and C. S. Lewis. Also included are artworks from medieval
manuscripts; paintings by Giotto, Veronese, and Paul Cadmus; prints by
Brueghel; and a photograph by Oscar Rejlander. What these works show is
the vitality and richness of the virtues and vices in the arts from their
origins to the present. You can continue this book's conversation by visiting
http://www.virtuesvicesinthearts.blogspot.com/. There you can join
conversations, find out more, and meet other scholars and artists interested
in this vibrant tradition.

A Cooperative Species-Samuel Bowles 2013-07-21 Why do humans,
uniquely among animals, cooperate in large numbers to advance projects
for the common good? Contrary to the conventional wisdom in biology and
economics, this generous and civic-minded behavior is widespread and
cannot be explained simply by far-sighted self-interest or a desire to help
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close genealogical kin. In A Cooperative Species, Samuel Bowles and
Herbert Gintis--pioneers in the new experimental and evolutionary science
of human behavior--show that the central issue is not why selfish people act
generously, but instead how genetic and cultural evolution has produced a
species in which substantial numbers make sacrifices to uphold ethical
norms and to help even total strangers. The authors describe how, for
thousands of generations, cooperation with fellow group members has been
essential to survival. Groups that created institutions to protect the civicminded from exploitation by the selfish flourished and prevailed in conflicts
with less cooperative groups. Key to this process was the evolution of social
emotions such as shame and guilt, and our capacity to internalize social
norms so that acting ethically became a personal goal rather than simply a
prudent way to avoid punishment. Using experimental, archaeological,
genetic, and ethnographic data to calibrate models of the coevolution of
genes and culture as well as prehistoric warfare and other forms of group
competition, A Cooperative Species provides a compelling and novel
account of how humans came to be moral and cooperative.

Virtue Ethics-Roger Crisp 1997 This volume brings together much of the
most influential work undertaken in the field of virtue ethics over the last
four decades. The ethics of virtue predominated in the ancient world, and
recent moral philosophy has seen a revival of interest in virtue ethics as a
rival to Kantian and utilitarian approaches to morality. Divided into four
sections, the collection includes articles critical of other traditions; early
attempts to offer a positive vision of virtue ethics; some later criticisms of
the revival of virtue ethics; and, finally, some recent, more theoretically
ambitious essays in virtue ethics.

The Evolution of Everything-Matt Ridley 2015-10-27 The New York Times
bestselling author of The Rational Optimist and Genome returns with a
fascinating argument for evolution that definitively dispels a dangerous,
widespread myth: that we can command and control our world. Human
society evolves. Change in technology, language, morality, and society is
incremental, inexorable, gradual, and spontaneous. It follows a narrative,
going from one stage to the next; it creeps rather than jumps; it has its own
spontaneous momentum rather than being driven from outside; it has no
goal or end in mind; and it largely happens by trial and error—a version of
natural selection. Much of the human world is the result of human action
but not of human design: it emerges from the interactions of millions, not
from the plans of a few. Drawing on fascinating evidence from science,
economics, history, politics, and philosophy, Matt Ridley demolishes
conventional assumptions that the great events and trends of our day are
dictated by those on high, whether in government, business, academia, or
organized religion. On the contrary, our most important achievements
develop from the bottom up. Just as skeins of geese form Vs in the sky
without meaning to and ter-mites build mud cathedrals without architects,
so brains take shape without brain-makers, learning happens without
teaching, and morality changes for no reason other than the prevailing
fashion. Although we neglect, defy, and ignore them, bottom-up trends
shape the world. The Industrial Revolution, cell phones, the rise of Asia, and
the Internet were never planned; they happened. Languages emerged and
evolved by a form of natural selection, as did common law. Torture, racism,
slavery, and pedophilia—all once widely regarded as acceptable—are now
seen as immoral despite the decline of religion in recent decades. In this
wide-ranging and erudite book, Ridley brilliantly makes the case for
evolution, rather than design, as the force that has shaped much of our
culture, our technology, our minds, and that even now is shaping our future.
As compelling as it is controversial, as authoritative as it is ambitious,
Ridley’s deeply thought-provoking book will change the way we think about
the world and how it works.

A Treatise of Human Nature-David Hume 1888

The Right to Have Rights-Stephanie DeGooyer 2018-02-13 Five leading
thinkers on the concept of ‘rights’ in an era of rightlessness Sixty years ago,
the political theorist Hannah Arendt, an exiled Jew deprived of her German
citizenship, observed that before people can enjoy any of the “inalienable”
Rights of Man—before there can be any specific rights to education, work,
voting, and so on—there must first be such a thing as “the right to have
rights.” The concept received little attention at the time, but in our age of
mass deportations, Muslim bans, refugee crises, and extra-state war, the
phrase has become the center of a crucial and lively debate. Here five
leading thinkers from varied disciplines—including history, law, politics, and
literary studies—discuss the critical basis of rights and the meaning of
radical democratic politics today.

The Selfish Gene-Charles Simonyi Professor of the Public Understanding
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of Science Richard Dawkins 1989 An ethologist shows man to be a gene
machine whose world is one of savage competition and deceit

Prudence-Robert Hariman 2010-11-01 This volume brings together
scholars in classics, political philosophy, and rhetoric to analyze prudence
as a distinctive and vital form of political intelligence. Through case studies
from each of the major periods in the history of prudence, the authors
identify neglected resources for political judgement in today's conditions of
pluralism and interdependency. Three assumptions inform these essays: the
many dimensions of prudence cannot be adequately represented in the
lexicon of any single discipline; the Aristotelian focus on prudence as
rational calculation needs to be balanced by the Ciceronian emphasis on
prudence as discursive performance embedded in familiar social practices;
and understanding prudence requires attention to how it operates thorough
the communicative media and public discourses that constitute the political
community.

Tropical Deforestation-Thomas K. Rudel 1996 The authors present fresh
perspectives on the major global crisis of deforestation from a wide range of
fields including biological ecology, forest history, conservation biology,
anthropology, political economy, and development economics.

The Book of Songs-The Arthur Waley Estate 2012-11-12 First published in
1937. The Book of Songs is a collection of ancient Chinese songs, dating
from 800 to 600 B.C. Until this was published in 1937 it had not been
translated into English since the middle of nineteenth century, when
sinology was still in its infancy. For the first time the original meaning of
290 out of the 305 songs is given, use being made of the advances in the
study of old Chinese. The result is not merely a clear picture of early
Chinese life, but also the restoration to its proper place in world literature
of one of the finest collection of traditional songs.

The Blank Slate-Steven Pinker 2003-08-26 A brilliant inquiry into the
origins of human nature from the author of The Better Angels of Our Nature
and Enlightenment Now. "Sweeping, erudite, sharply argued, and fun to
read..also highly persuasive." --Time Now updated with a new afterword
One of the world's leading experts on language and the mind explores the
idea of human nature and its moral, emotional, and political colorings. With
characteristic wit, lucidity, and insight, Pinker argues that the dogma that
the mind has no innate traits-a doctrine held by many intellectuals during
the past century-denies our common humanity and our individual
preferences, replaces objective analyses of social problems with feel-good
slogans, and distorts our understanding of politics, violence, parenting, and
the arts. Injecting calm and rationality into debates that are notorious for
ax-grinding and mud-slinging, Pinker shows the importance of an honest
acknowledgment of human nature based on science and common sense.

The Righteous Mind-Jonathan Haidt 2013 Presents a groundbreaking
investigation into the origins of morality at the core of religion and politics,
offering scholarly insight into the motivations behind cultural clashes that
are polarizing America.

Character Strengths and Virtues-Christopher Peterson 2004-04-08
"Character" has become a front-and-center topic in contemporary discourse,
but this term does not have a fixed meaning. Character may be simply
defined by what someone does not do, but a more active and thorough
definition is necessary, one that addresses certain vital questions. Is
character a singular characteristic of an individual, or is it composed of
different aspects? Does character--however we define it--exist in degrees, or
is it simply something one happens to have? How can character be
developed? Can it be learned? Relatedly, can it be taught, and who might be
the most effective teacher? What roles are played by family, schools, the
media, religion, and the larger culture? This groundbreaking handbook of
character strengths and virtues is the first progress report from a
prestigious group of researchers who have undertaken the systematic
classification and measurement of widely valued positive traits. They
approach good character in terms of separate strengths-authenticity,
persistence, kindness, gratitude, hope, humor, and so on-each of which
exists in degrees. Character Strengths and Virtues classifies twenty-four
specific strengths under six broad virtues that consistently emerge across
history and culture: wisdom, courage, humanity, justice, temperance, and
transcendence. Each strength is thoroughly examined in its own chapter,
with special attention to its meaning, explanation, measurement, causes,
correlates, consequences, and development across the life span, as well as
to strategies for its deliberate cultivation. This book demands the attention
of anyone interested in psychology and what it can teach about the good
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life.

The Subject of Virtue-James Laidlaw 2013-10-24 A clearly written,
sophisticated summary of and prospectus for a flourishing current field of
anthropological research.

The Virtue of Nationalism-Yoram Hazony 2018-09-04 A leading
conservative thinker argues that a nationalist order is the only realistic
safeguard of liberty in the world today Nationalism is the issue of our age.
From Donald Trump's "America First" politics to Brexit to the rise of the
right in Europe, events have forced a crucial debate: Should we fight for
international government? Or should the world's nations keep their
independence and self-determination? In The Virtue of Nationalism, Yoram
Hazony contends that a world of sovereign nations is the only option for
those who care about personal and collective freedom. He recounts how,
beginning in the sixteenth century, English, Dutch, and American
Protestants revived the Old Testament's love of national independence, and
shows how their vision eventually brought freedom to peoples from Poland
to India, Israel to Ethiopia. It is this tradition we must restore, he argues, if
we want to limit conflict and hate--and allow human difference and
innovation to flourish.

Nursing Ethics-A. Armstrong 2007-04-17 This book proposes a 'strong'
(action-guiding) account of a virtue-based approach to moral decisionmaking within contemporary nursing practice. Merits and criticisms of
obligation and virtue-based approaches to morality are explored. The author
argues that in order to deliver morally good care, it is necessary to examine
one's moral character.

Conscience: The Origins of Moral Intuition-Patricia Churchland
2019-06-04 How do we determine right from wrong? Conscience illuminates
the answer through science and philosophy. In her brilliant work Touching a
Nerve, Patricia S. Churchland, the distinguished founder of
neurophilosophy, drew from scientific research on the brain to understand
its philosophical and ethical implications for identity, consciousness, free
will, and memory. In Conscience, she explores how moral systems arise
from our physical selves in combination with environmental demands. All
social groups have ideals for behavior, even though ethics vary among
different cultures and among individuals within each culture. In trying to
understand why, Churchland brings together an understanding of the
influences of nature and nurture. She looks to evolution to elucidate how,
from birth, our brains are configured to form bonds, to cooperate, and to
care. She shows how children grow up in society to learn, through
repetition and rewards, the norms, values, and behavior that their parents
embrace. Conscience delves into scientific studies, particularly the
fascinating work on twins, to deepen our understanding of whether people
have a predisposition to embrace specific ethical stands. Research on
psychopaths illuminates the knowledge about those who abide by no moral
system and the explanations science gives for these disturbing individuals.
Churchland then turns to philosophy—that of Socrates, Aquinas, and
contemporary thinkers like Owen Flanagan—to explore why morality is
central to all societies, how it is transmitted through the generations, and
why different cultures live by different morals. Her unparalleled ability to
join ideas rarely put into dialogue brings light to a subject that speaks to the
meaning of being human.

Moral Time-Donald Black 2011-04-14 Conflict is ubiquitous and inevitable,
but people generally dislike it and try to prevent or avoid it as much as
possible. So why do clashes of right and wrong occur? And why are some
more serious than others? In Moral Time, sociologist Donald Black presents
a new theory of conflict that provides answers to these and many other
questions. The heart of the theory is a completely new concept of social
time. Black claims that the root cause of conflict is the movement of social
time, including relational, vertical, and cultural time--changes in intimacy,
inequality, and diversity. The theory of moral time reveals the causes of
conflict in all human relationships, from marital and other close
relationships to those between strangers, ethnic groups, and entire
societies. Moreover, the theory explains the origins and clash of right and
wrong not only in modern societies but across the world and across history,
from conflict concerning sexual behavior such as rape, adultery, and
homosexuality, to bad manners and dislike in everyday life, theft and other
crime, racism, anti-Semitism, anti-Americanism, witchcraft accusations,
warfare, heresy, obscenity, creativity, and insanity. Black concludes by
explaining the evolution of conflict and morality across human history, from
the tribal to the modern age. He also provides surprising insights into the
postmodern emergence of the right to happiness and the expanding rights
of humans and non-humans across the world. Moral Time offers an incisive,
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powerful, and radically new understanding of human conflict--a fundamental
and inescapable feature of social life.

Ancient Philosophy of the Self-Pauliina Remes 2008-08-26 Pauliina
Remes and Juha Sihvola In the course of history, philosophers have given an
impressive variety of answers to the question, “What is self?” Some of them
have even argued that there is no such thing at all. This volume explores the
various ways in which selfhood was approached and conceptualised in
antiquity. How did the ancients understand what it is that I am,
fundamentally, as an acting and affected subject, interpreting the world
around me, being distinct from others like and unlike me? The authors hilight the attempts in ancient philosophical sources to grasp the evasive
character of the specifically human presence in the world. They also
describe how the ancient philosophers understood human agents as capable
of causing changes and being affected in and by the world. Attention will be
paid to the various ways in which the ancients conceived of human beings
as subjects of reasoning and action, as well as responsible individuals in the
moral sphere and in their relations to other people. The themes of
persistence, identity, self-examination and self-improvement recur in many
of these essays. The articles of the collection combine systematic and
historical approaches to ancient sources that range from Socrates to
Plotinus and Augustine.

Ethics for A-Level-Mark Dimmock 2017-07-31 What does pleasure have to
do with morality? What role, if any, should intuition have in the formation of
moral theory? If something is ‘simulated’, can it be immoral? This accessible
and wide-ranging textbook explores these questions and many more. Key
ideas in the fields of normative ethics, metaethics and applied ethics are
explained rigorously and systematically, with a vivid writing style that
enlivens the topics with energy and wit. Individual theories are discussed in
detail in the first part of the book, before these positions are applied to a
wide range of contemporary situations including business ethics, sexual
ethics, and the acceptability of eating animals. A wealth of real-life
examples, set out with depth and care, illuminate the complexities of
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different ethical approaches while conveying their modern-day relevance.
This concise and highly engaging resource is tailored to the Ethics
components of AQA Philosophy and OCR Religious Studies, with a clear and
practical layout that includes end-of-chapter summaries, key terms, and
common mistakes to avoid. It should also be of practical use for those
teaching Philosophy as part of the International Baccalaureate. Ethics for ALevel is of particular value to students and teachers, but Fisher and
Dimmock’s precise and scholarly approach will appeal to anyone seeking a
rigorous and lively introduction to the challenging subject of ethics. Tailored
to the Ethics components of AQA Philosophy and OCR Religious Studies.

The Storytelling Animal-Jonathan Gottschall 2012 Explores the latest
beliefs about why people tell stories and what stories reveal about human
nature, offering insights into such related topics as universal themes and
what it means to have a storytelling brain.

African Genesis-Sally C. Reynolds 2012-03-29 "The discovery of the first
species of African hominin, Australopithecus africanus, from Taung, South
Africa in 1925, launched the study of fossil man in Africa. New discoveries
continue to confirm the importance of this region to our understanding of
human evolution. Outlining major developments since Raymond Dart's
description of the Taung skull and, in particular, the impact of the
pioneering work of Phillip V. Tobias, this book will be a valuable companion
for students and researchers of human origins. It presents a summary of the
current state of palaeoanthropology, reviewing the ideas that are central to
the field, and provides a perspective on how future developments will shape
our knowledge about hominin emergence in Africa. A wide range of key
themes are covered, from the earliest fossils from Chad and Kenya, to the
origins of bipedalism and the debate about how and where modern humans
evolved and dispersed across Africa"--
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